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Abstract
Methods based on principal component analysis (PCA) are widely used for statistical process
monitoring of high-dimensional processes. Allowing the monitoring model to update as new
observations are acquired extends this class of approaches to non-stationary processes. The
updating procedure is governed by a weighting parameter that defines the rate at which older
observations are discarded and therefore it greatly affects model quality and monitoring per-
formance. Additionally, monitoring non-stationary processes can require adjustments to the
parameters defining the control limits of adaptive PCA in order to achieve the intended false
detection rate. These two aspects require careful consideration prior the implementation of
adaptive PCA. Towards this end, approaches are given in this paper for both parameter selec-
tion challenges. Results are presented for a simulation and two real-life industrial process examples.
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1 Introduction
The need to provide accurate Statistical Process Monitoring (SPM) of high-dimensional processes
arises in disciplines as varied as health care, industry, information technology, economy, and precision
agriculture. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-based control charts are widely used for such task
since they are well-suited for modelling this type of data [1, 2, 3]. This type of control chart usually
assumes i.i.d. conditions. However, in many applications, causes such as small changes in input ma-
terials or uncontrollable conditions introduce non-stationarity in the system. These changes do not
constitute faults, but a monitoring model fitted on earlier observations may cease to be representative
of the process, leading to a high false detection rate (FDR). In the context of PCA-based control
charts, Recursive PCA (RPCA) and Moving Window PCA (MWPCA) were proposed to overcome
this problem by updating the PCA monitoring model with new, in-control observations as they are
encountered. We detail these methods in Section 2.
RPCA exponentially downweights the influence of older observations, while MWPCA constructs
a model based on observations contained in a time window ending in the current period. These
methods and their extensions have proven useful in monitoring non-stationary processes, but the
selection of the parameter dictating how older observations are forgotten remains an open problem.
The most widely implemented (most likely due to its simplicity) parametrization is that of a constant
forgetting parameter, yet there remains a lack of guidelines on how to select it. Frequently, the topic
is left unmentioned or practitioners are referred to expert knowledge. In Section 3.1, we will provide
guidelines for how to select this parameter for RPCA and MWPCA.
The key to obtaining an informative control chart is to model the normal operating conditions
of a process well, since ideally this results in i.i.d. monitoring statistics when there are no faults.
Adaptive PCA-based control charts exhibit monitoring statistics with better characteristics than non-
adaptive methods when monitoring time-dependent processes. However, they may still not perfectly
model highly time-dependent processes, since they are linear approximations of the process, and do
not model it as a whole, like a physical model. As a consequence, the statistics they return may not
exactly follow the theoretical behavior assumed by most analytical expressions for the control limits,
especially in the scores subspace [4]. This problem is not unique to adaptive methods. Non-adaptive
methods, such as the basic PCA control chart, may have statistics with non-i.i.d. behavior. Empirical
limits based on the FDR on calibration data have been used to partially correct this issue [5, 6]. This
is not applicable to adaptive methods because the characteristics of the components used by the PCA
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model may change, resulting in a large difference between the behavior of the statistics during the
calibration phase and subsequent time periods that simple empirical limits do not account for. In
Section 3.2, we propose an approach for selecting control limit parameters for adaptive methods using
a combination of analytical and empirical methods. After providing guidelines for parameter selection,
we illustrate monitoring results on a simulation in Section 3.3 and two real data examples in Section 4.
Finally, we discuss our findings in Section 5.
2 Review of PCA-based SPM
2.1 Static PCA
PCA defines a linear relationship between the original variables of a data set, mapping them to a
subspace of uncorrelated variables. In general, Static PCA assumes that an (n × p) data matrix
Xn,p = [x1, . . . ,xn]
′ is observed. Let 1n = [1, 1, . . . , 1]
′ be of length n. Then the sample mean can be
calculated as x¯ = 1
n
X ′n,p1n and the sample covariance matrix as S =
1
n−1 (Xn,p−1nx¯
′)′(Xn,p−1nx¯′).
Each p-dimensional vector x is transformed into a score vector y = P ′(x − x¯), where P is the p × p
loading matrix, containing columnwise the eigenvectors of S . More precisely, S can be decomposed as
S = PΛP ′. Here, Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λp) contains the eigenvalues of S in descending order.
In many cases, due to redundancy between the variables, using k < p of the components still fits
the data well. The k-dimensional scores are
yk = P
′
k(x − x¯) (1)
where P k contains only the first k columns of P . The literature gives many methods for selecting k
[7, 8]. For adaptive models, the Cumulative Percentage of Variance (CPV) is particularly appropriate
since it can be rapidly redetermined as the model updates. CPV measures the amount of variation
captured by the first k latent variables as:
CPV(k) =
∑k
j=1 λj∑p
j=1 λj
100%, (2)
and k is selected such that the CPV is greater than a given threshold.
PCA control charts are based on the Hotelling’s T 2 statistic and the Q-statistic (a.k.a. Squared
Prediction Error, SPE ). The Hotelling’s T 2 is the squared Mahalanobis distance of x in the PCA
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model subspace, and the Q-statistic is the quadratic orthogonal distance to the PCA subspace. For
any p-dimensional vector x, the Hotelling’s T 2 with respect to x¯ and P k is
T 2(x, x¯,P k) = (x − x¯)
′P kΛ
−1
k P
′
k(x − x¯) = y
′
kΛ
−1
k yk
where Λk = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λk) is the diagonal matrix with the k largest eigenvalues of S . If the
number of observations is large, then assuming temporal independence and multivariate normality of
the scores, the 100(1−αT 2)% control limit for Hotelling’s T
2 is approximately the (1−αT 2) percentile
of the χ2 distribution with k degrees of freedom. Hence if we use
cT 2(k, αT 2) = χ
2
k(αT 2) (3)
then P (T 2 > cT 2) ≈ αT 2 when the data are in control, or FDRT 2 = αT 2 . The Q-statistic is defined
as
Q(x, x¯,P k) = (x − x¯)
′(I −P kP
′
k)(x − x¯) = ||x − xˆ||
2
with xˆ = P kP
′
k(x − x¯). Box [9] showed that the sum of squares, and therefore the Q-statistic, is
approximately distributed as a scaled χ2-distribution with h degrees of freedom, denoted as g χ2h.
Provided that all the eigenvalues of S are available, the parameters are given by:
θi =
p∑
j=k+1
λij for i = 1, 2; g =
θ2
θ1
; and h =
θ21
θ2
. (4)
The control limit for the Q-statistic, cQ, is then taken as the (1−αQ) quantile of the g χ
2
h distribution:
cQ = g χ
2
h(1− αQ) (5)
in order to achieve a false detection rate FDRQ = αQ. We use the Box derivation of the limit instead
of the popular limit given by Jackson and Mudholkar [10] because the latter assumes that the residual
eigenvalues are small, which is not always the case. Subsequently it does not effectively approximate
the distribution of the Q-statistic, giving a near-zero control limit if this assumption is not met. This
has the consequence that even if the process returns to in-control behavior it will be considered as
faulty.
When the monitoring statistics are not i.i.d. (as can happen when modelling time-dependent data),
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these analytical control limits are often too conservative, leading to a high FDR. In Section 3.2, we will
discuss in greater detail how the values of αT 2 and αQ can be tuned to achieve improved monitoring
performance.
2.2 Recursive PCA
RPCA adapts to non-stationary processes by incorporating new observations and exponentially down-
weighting old ones to calculate the mean and covariance matrix used in PCA [11]. A new observation
is evaluated when it is obtained, and the model is updated if the T 2 and Q-statistics are simultaneously
below the control limits. In this way, RPCA is similar to the exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA) and multivariate EWMA (MEWMA) control charts for low-dimensional data.
More precisely, let the mean and covariance of all observations up to time t have been estimated
by x¯t, and S t. At time t + 1 the T
2 and Q-statistics are evaluated for the new observation xt+1 =
x(t + 1) = [x1(t + 1), . . . , xp(t + 1)]
′. If both monitoring statistics do not exceed their cut-off value,
the data matrix X t,p is augmented with observation xt+1 as X t+1,p = [X
′
t,p xt+1]
′. Next, the model
parameters are updated by means of a forgetting parameter 0 < η < 1. Denoting nt as the total
number of observations measured at time t, the updated mean is defined as:
x¯t+1 = (1−
nt
nt + 1
η)xt+1 +
nt
nt + 1
ηx¯t,
and the updated covariance matrix is defined as:
S t+1 = (1−
nt
nt + 1
η)(xt+1 − x¯t+1)(xt+1 − x¯t+1)
′ +
nt
nt + 1
ηS t.
This is equivalent to computing a weighted mean and covariance of X t+1,p where older values are
downweighted exponentially. Using a forgetting parameter 0 < η 6 1 allows RPCA to automatically
give lower weight to older observations. As η → 1, the model forgets older observations more slowly.
The eigenvectors of S t+1 are then used to obtain a loading matrix P t+1. Once the new value of k is
determined using the CPV criterion (2) and the new eigenvalues calculated, the control limits of the
T 2 and Q-statistics are typically updated according to Equations (3) and (4).
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2.3 Moving Window PCA
MWPCA updates at each time point while restricting the observations used for modelling to those
which fall within a specified window of time [12, 13]. With each new observation, this window excludes
the oldest observation and includes the observation from the previous time period. Thus, for a window
size H, the data matrix at time t is X t,p = [xt−H+1,xt−H+2, . . . ,xt]
′, and at time t+ 1 it is X t+1,p =
[xt−H+2,xt−H+3, . . . ,xt+1]
′. The updated x¯t+1 and S t+1 can then be calculated using the observations
in the new window and used to recompute the MWPCA model and control limits as for the case of
RPCA. Again, the model is not updated when an observation is determined to be out-of-control.
Under certain conditions, we expect that a relationship exists between η and H allowing an
equivalence mapping between RPCA and MWPCA. For monitoring the correlation, [14] showed that
MEWMA updates of the covariance matrix can be related to moving window updates through,
H =
2
(1− η)
(6)
given that the variables are uncorrelated. Under this assumption the expectation of the correlation
matrices is the same, so monitoring behavior is equivalent in expectation as well. However, the
extension of this equivalence to PCA is not trivial since it can be affected by non-stationarity of
the process mean and covariance. This implies that an equivalent relationship would only be valid
locally and thus lacking in general applicability. Nevertheless, we found that Equation (6) also gives a
reasonable approximate mapping of RPCA to MWPCA, in terms of the resulting charts’ performances.
We note that a similar expression, N = 1/(1− η), appears in the literature for defining the memory
length, N , of recursive least squares and recursive partial least squares procedures [15, 16]. This
quantity is nothing more than 0.6321, or 1 − 1/e, so for any forgetting parameter, N covers 0.6321
of the total weight. Though similar in appearance, this relationship is for recursively updating the
mean and covariance, while the relationship in Equation (6) aims to match the correlation matrices of
RPCA and MWPCA as much as possible to yield equivalent monitoring performance. Even though
the exact relationship is not known, the proportional dependency is still very useful for interpreting
the results. However, the study of the full ramifications of such equivalency goes beyond the scope of
this paper.
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3 Parameter Selection
We will denote an adaptive PCA model at time t as mt(x¯t,P t,k, δ,α), where δ is a forgetting pa-
rameter (η in the case of RPCA, and H in the case of MWPCA), x¯t and P t,k are the weighted
center and the loadings matrix based on a covariance matrix, and α is the vector with elements αT 2
and αQ. The approach makes use of a normal operating conditions (NOC) data set X that can be
partitioned into two data sets, one for calibration X c = {xt, t = 1, . . . , C} and one for validation
X v = {xt, t = C + 1, . . . , C + V }, containing C and V observations respectively. As far as we know,
there is no general guidance on how to split X as it depends a lot on the abundance and the dynamics
of the data. At least both the calibration and validation set should be large enough to represent the
dynamic behavior of the process. With larger data sets, such as in simulations or some industrial
applications, the splitting can then be rather generous (50%-50%) or even less for the calibration set
in order to speed up the construction of the models. With smaller data sets, the splitting must be
such that enough data is used to fit a reasonable NOC model, hence a larger proportion of calibration
data might be needed.
The goal is to identify the parameter values δ∗ and α∗, the values of the forgetting parameter and
α that will be used in the final monitoring model. To do so, M candidate models are initialized on the
calibration data, mjC(x¯C ,P C,k, δ,α) for j = 1, . . . ,M , using candidate values of δ or α (Sections 3.1
and 3.2 show how selection of the two parameters can be separated). In the case of MWPCA, the lastH
observations in the training data are used to construct each model. In the case of RPCA, a PCA model
is initialized on the first k+1 observations in the training data, then carried forward to the end of the
training period using the appropriate value of η. Then, monitoring is carried out on X v, consecutively
evaluating observations inX v and updating x¯t and P t,k until the model is m
j
V+C(x¯V+C ,P V+C,k, δ,α).
In the following sections, we show how δ∗ and α∗ are selected given the output from these validation
runs.
3.1 Determining the forgetting parameter
RPCA and MWPCA both require the selection of a forgetting parameter; η and H. A good choice
should properly account for the level of non-stationarity in the data and lead to an accurate model.
A similar problem is the selection of the forgetting parameter in the EWMA and MEWMA control
charts. For those cases, [17] and [18] recommend selecting the value of the forgetting parameter so that
the Sum of Squared Prediction Errors (SSPE) of the model is minimized. This approach is applicable
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to RPCA and MWPCA, since the Q-statistics are the squared prediction errors of a PCA model.
Extending this error minimization approach to the adaptive PCA setting, we may consider the values
of η and H that minimize the SSPE with the constraint that the model produces monitoring statistics
that are stable enough to fit with good control limits. Similar to this approach, [19] described a method
for selecting the forgetting parameters by first finding the forgetting factors of EWMA charts on the
scores of a PCA model to use, and then using them as weights in a weighted formulation of the NIPALS
algorithm to identify the PCA loadings.
This approach is similar to the one we will describe, but it attempts to maximize the accuracy
of the EWMA models on the scores rather than the accuracy of the PCA model to which they are
applied, whereas we are interested in RPCA and MWPCA, which perform monitoring using statistics
derived directly from the PCA model instead of based on an ancillary model applied to the scores.
To begin, a range for the candidate values of the parameter δ must be given. MWPCA requires
the selection of a window size of H observations. The maximum feasible value of H is C, since we
cannot exceed the size of the calibration data set, X c, to build the initial PCA model. A strict lower
bound for the window size is that one observation more than the number of retained components are
used for modelling. The full range of values which the η parameter in RPCA can take is 0 < η 6 1.
However, since RPCA uses exponential downweighting, a value of η rarely needs to be less than 0.9.
A choice of η that is too low will generally result in poor monitoring performance. It is possible that
the value of the forgetting parameter minimizing the SSPE will forget older observations so quickly
that the instability of the model makes it impossible to identify control limits with the desired FDR.
Therefore, the range 0.9 6 η 6 0.9999 is commonly taken, though lower values may be necessary for
highly non-stationary processes.
To evaluate a candidate value of δ, a model mC(x¯C ,P C , δ,α) is specified where αT 2 = αQ = ε,
where ε is a small number, such as machine epsilon. This choice of α guarantees that all observations
will be used in updating. This is desired since the observations in X c and X v come from NOC and
in this step, the goal is to explore the performance of the adaptive PCA model for different forgetting
parameter values on the validation data set, rather than fault detection. Then, given a validation data
set X v, the sum of squared prediction errors of the adaptive PCA model for each observation in X v is
SSPE(X v) =
V+C∑
t=C+1
||xt − xˆt|t−1||
2 (7)
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where xˆt|t−1 is the one-step ahead prediction of xt given the PCA model from time t − 1. The
SSPE(X v) can be used to select δ
∗ in two ways. In the event that there is a distinct minimum, using
an exact approach is desirable. This implies the following objective function:
δ∗ = argmin
δ
SSPE(X v). (8)
A minimization algorithm searching over the feasible range of δ can be used to find δ∗. One such
algorithm is the MATLAB fminbnd function (which uses a combination of golden section search and
parabolic interpolation).
For MWPCA, plotting the SSPE against the candidate window sizes is a good option, with an
interpretable rationale. For RPCA, we find it is more informative to plot the SSPE against 2/(1− η).
This formulation has two advantages. First, a grid search in this transformed domain focuses most
of the attention on the region of candidate values between 0.99 and 0.9999, which is where we expect
many optimal η values to fall in. Secondly, this gives a rough comparison to MWPCA based on the
relationship discussed in Section 2.3.
3.2 Determining the values of αT 2 and αQ
Conventionally, one would set the values of αT 2 and αQ such that they obtain the desired FDR for
their respective monitoring statistic, i.e. P (T 2 > cT 2) = αT 2 and P (Q > cQ) = αQ. Moreover, we
often have a global FDR (FDRG) in mind, i.e. FDRG = P ((T
2 > cT 2) ∪ (Q > cQ)) = αG with αG
typically being 1% or 5%. Hence if we set αT 2 = αQ = αG/2, we would achieve a FDRG of at most
αG. However, for non-stationary data the control limits (3) and (5) are not valid and as a consequence
FDRs based on these choices of αT 2 and αQ are often higher than desired. This disconnect between
the α values and the FDR values can be accounted for by modifying the α values to give the desired
FDR.
For non-adaptive PCA methods, it suffices to set the control limits to a constant value giving the
desired FDRs for each of the monitoring statistics on X v since the monitoring model does not change.
This will be the approach followed in this paper for the construction of Static PCA control charts.
Specifically, we will fit a Static PCA model to a calibration data set and then fix an empirical cut-off
that gives the desired FDR on a validation data set. However, adaptive methods can vary on the
loading matrix (P ) and number of retained components (k) as the process evolves, resulting in large
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changes in the control limits. To ensure that the adaptive methods achieve the desired FDR on NOC
data, even though the control limits are not constant, we search for values of αT 2 and αQ which, when
used as input in the analytical expressions (3) and (5) for the control limits of these statistics, result
in an FDRT 2 = FDRQ = FDRG/2. If it holds that P ((T
2 > cT 2) ∩ (Q > cQ)) = 0, we then obtain
the desired global FDR. Note that this assumption may not hold perfectly, but if no true faults occur
during the NOC calibration and validation data, then the chances that both types of false alarms occur
at the same time is low, given that they are random.
To select the so-called tuned α∗T 2 , we first set αQ to a small value ε, such as machine epsilon, so
that no detection occurs on the Q-statistic. For a given time t, we monitor the observation xt using
the model mt−1(x¯t−1,P t−1,k, δ
∗,α) with α = (αT 2 , ε)
′. Then we search for a value of αT 2 ∈ [ε, 1− ε]
satisfying the following relation:
V+C∑
t=C+1
I
(
T 2(xt, x¯t−1,P t−1,k) > cT 2(k, αT 2)
)
=
⌈
FDRG
2
× V
⌉
, (9)
where I(.) is an indicator function taking value 1 when the argument holds, and 0 otherwise. We thus
select α∗T 2 such that the FDR on the validation set is FDRG/2. A value of αT 2 satisfying Equation (9)
can be found using a bounded root-finding algorithm (e.g. the MATLAB function fzero, which uses
a combination of bisection, secant, and inverse quadratic interpolation methods). To select αQ, we
use a similar procedure, but set αT 2 = ε and solve for α
∗
Q. Note that the resulting adjusted values
of αT 2 and αQ do not correspond to the statistical significance of the monitoring statistics, since the
theoretical expressions for the control limits are not valid under the conditions considered in this study.
Further, they do not need to be equal to each other.
3.3 Simulations
To illustrate the difference in performance that we obtain by using adjusted values of αT 2 and αQ we
show simulation results for a non-stationary process. To obtain each observation at time t we began
by generating five scores, yt, for an i.i.d. process according to Equation (10):
yt = εt (10)
with εt ∼ N (05, 0.01I 5), where I 5 is the 5 × 5 identity matrix. To make this process non-stationary,
we add an increasing and decreasing ramp to the first score after 500 i.i.d. observations. This ramp
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impacts the mean of the score, increasing it from zero to ten over a period of 500 observations, and
then decreasing it to zero again over the next 500 observations followed by another period of 500
i.i.d. observations before the described process repeats. Ramp behavior like this has been used to test
adaptive PCA methods before (e.g. [20]). These scores are then transformed into a 50-dimensional
data set of measurements computed as
xt = P 0yt + et, (11)
where P 0 is a 50× 5 matrix with orthogonal columns randomly generated once and kept constant for
all simulation runs. The et are 50×1 vectors of white noise errors, distributed as N (050, 0.000025I 50),
that simulate measurement noise, as is done, for instance, in [21, 22]. The et can be seen as the error
at the sensor level, and are set to a small value here under the assumption that sensors are typically
reliable. Figure 1 (left of the mid-line) plots the resulting data. We use the first 2000 observations
as calibration data used to fit a wide range of candidate models with different forgetting parameters.
The subsequent 2000 observations are used to validate them. By using such a large validation set,
we can observe the performance of each candidate model parametrization over a wide range of the
potential dynamics it exhibits. In practice, large calibration/validation data sets are ideal, but as a
minimum, these data sets should include behavior that is representative of the dynamics of the process.
After a model is parametrized, monitoring statistics are computed on the subsequent 4000 observations
arising from that process, starting from the stable i.i.d. period. At observations 7100 and 7500 in this
test period, large faults are introduced into the process. These are created by taking samples from
simulated non-stationary periods and introducing those out of context observations into a stationary
period. An example of such a test set can be seen in Figure 1 (right of the mid-line).
We first select the forgetting parameters by consulting the SSPE curves in Figure 2 for a range of
values for η (left) and H (right). For RPCA, we show the SSPE curve for values of η between 0.9 and
0.999 to improve interpretation, but larger values of η do not change the qualitative impression of the
curve. Similarly, for MWPCA, we show the curve for values of H between the number of variables, p,
and the size of X c. The values shown are based on a grid of thirty points and the minimum (if it is
distinct from the grid points) for the purpose of visualizing the curve. The minimum is marked by a
circle. The value of η minimizing the SSPE is 0.994, and the minimum of the MWPCA SSPE curve
is found for H = 1502. The forgetting factor η is plotted after being transformed with Equation (6).
We see that the selected η does not closely correspond to the selected window size for MWPCA,
11
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Figure 1: A plot of the calibration and validation data (left of the mid-line), and test data with burst
faults (right of the mid-line) used for the simulation. The variables from the data are plotted in shades
of blue to improve the contrast between them.
given the relation detailed in Equation (6). However, both SSPE curves do display distinct minima.
After selecting the forgetting factor, we determine α∗T 2 and α
∗
Q according to the procedure outlined in
Section 3.2.
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Figure 2: (a) Sum of the squared errors of RPCA, and (b) MWPCA for a range of values of η and H,
applied to the non-stationary process.
Before examining fault detection, a version of the process without the introduced faults is mon-
itored. The objective of this exercise is to determine how well each of the methods can model the
process and obtain the desired false detection rate of 1%. In Table 1, we summarize the performance
of both adaptive methods using conventional and tuned limits. Conventional limits were imposed by
setting αT 2 = αQ = 0.005 before online monitoring begins. As a benchmark, we also give results for
Static PCA. Static PCA with empirically tuned limits has a global FDR of 1.4%, which is slightly
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high. We also see in Figure 3 that periods corresponding to the troughs have T 2 statistics that are
clearly influenced by the non-stationary periods in the process. The base ten logarithm of the T 2 and
Q-statistics are used so that large values do not distort the scale, but the monitoring performance is
unaffected.
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Figure 3: Static PCA control charts based on empirical limits applied to the non-stationary process.
Turning to the adaptive methods, we see in Figure 4 that RPCA using conventional limits and tuned
limits also shows the influence of the non-stationarity. The detection rates based on these different
limits give an FDRG of 2.5% and 0.9% respectively. Of note are the regions of higher values in the
Q-statistics. These correspond to the peaks of the non-stationary period, which are the times where
the process exhibits the highest complexity. In order to cope with this complexity, the RPCA adapts
by increasing the number of components available to itself for modelling. Despite this change in the
model, the limits remain valid, and this does not affect the FDRG. Figure 5 illustrates that MWPCA
using the conventional limits exhibits a high FDR at the peaks of the non-stationary moments. In
contrast, using the tuned limits, MWPCA adapts successfully to the ramps and delivers detection
results similar to the RPCA model with tuned limits. Again, the model accounts for the complexity
exhibited by the non-stationarity by increasing the number of components, and the distribution of the
Q-statistics changes, and on average the monitoring statistics take higher values during the peaks in
the simulation.
Figures 6 and 7 present the control charts corresponding to Static PCA and the adaptive methods
using tuned limits when faults are introduced. In Figure 6 a small aberation in the T 2-statistic of the
Static PCA control chart is visible after the introduction of the faults, but because the limits have
been raised to account for the ramp, the fault is not large enough to detect. Unlike Static PCA, RPCA
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Figure 4: RPCA control charts based on (a) conventional and (b) tuned α values applied to the
non-stationary process.
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Figure 5: MWPCA control charts based on (a) conventional and (b) tuned α values applied to the
non-stationary process.
and MWPCA are able to clearly detect this fault using both monitoring statistics. This is because
the methods have adapted to the non-stationary behavior prior to the faults, and in this context they
stand out clearly. Since Static PCA was fitted with the ramps the faults are masked to it, whereas if
it was not fitted to the ramps, the natural ramps would have resulted in false alarms. A well known
danger of adaptive methods is that they can eventually adapt to faults, but as this example shows,
applying non-adaptive methods to non-stationary processes can mean forfeiting the chance to detect
certain types of obvious faults.
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Figure 6: Static PCA control charts when the test data contain faults.
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Figure 7: (a) RPCA and (b) MWPCA control charts when the test data contain faults.
4 Case studies
For the simulation, the adaptive models using tuned limits achieved FDR values close to the desired 1%
level. Furthermore, we also saw that the MWPCA model using conventional limits led to FDR values
considerably higher than 1%. Since these results were obtained on NOC data, the parameter selection
based on the calibration and validation data sets are confirmed to be appropriate and effectively reduce
the number of false alarms. In the following case studies the capability of the proposed procedure to
also provide improved fault detection will be assessed in two real-life industrial processes.
4.1 The NASA process
The first example is the low-dimensional NASA Prognostics Center of Excellence Bearing data set [23].
The data consist of measurements of eight sensors (p = 8), with each sensor representing either the x or
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y-axis vibration intensities of a bearing. Four bearings are monitored at intervals of approximately 15
minutes, and a vibration signal of about a second is recorded to describe the ”stability.” These raw data
are then compressed into a single feature for each sensor. The resulting observations are 8-dimensional
vectors of bearing vibration intensities spaced at approximately 15 minute intervals. These are paired,
such that the first two sensors correspond to the first bearing and so on. Figure 8 shows that there
are two variables, belonging to the seventh and eighth sensors corresponding to the fourth bearing
(plotted in black), which begin to deviate from typical behavior shortly after the 600th observation.
Later in the experiment, a catastrophic failure for all of the bearings is observed. In reality, this
process is expected to exhibit stationary behavior, so the increasingly higher vibrations beginning at
t = 600 do constitute a fault. However, the earliest increases in vibrations are mild and even similar
to behavior commonly seen in processes with gradual, natural non-stationarity. We can therefore use
this to evaluate adaptive methods. When non-stationarity arises to these early vibration increases in
the NASA data, adaptive methods should update and identify few or no faults until around t = 1000,
when the vibration of bearing four begins to increase rapidly. This would potentially allow the process
to continue for a longer period without significant consequences, but still alerting the operator before
the machine’s major breakdown.
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Figure 8: Data series depicting the NASA ball bearing data set. Sensors 7 and 8 are plotted in light
orange. Other sensors are plotted in blue.
As basis for comparison with the adaptive methods, we fit a Static PCA model to the NASA
process. The first 300 observations of the series were used to fit the PCA model and respective
empirical control limits for the monitoring statistics. These control limits are chosen such that both
monitoring statistics attain a 0.5% FDR on the validation data set, leading to an expected global
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FDR of 1%. The calibration and validation data sets (denoted as before as X c and X v) were 150
observations each. The monitoring results for the remaining observations are shown in Figure 9. The
Static PCA control charts for the NASA process detect the onset of failure at around t = 700; much
earlier than the catastrophic failure of the entire system. This detection reflects the visible increase
in the vibrations of the sensors attached to the fourth bearing. Although both monitoring statistics
signal many faults, the T 2-statistic is particularly sensitive. The global Detection Rate (DRG) of this
Static PCA model is 79%, meaning that 79% of observations are identified as a fault by at least one
of the monitoring statistics. Early detection was expected of Static PCA, and will serve as a point
of comparison to the adaptive methods, which will tend to signal the fault later. The desirability of
earlier or later detection here depends on the actual impact of the vibration on process performance.
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Figure 9: Static PCA control charts for the NASA process.
To analyze the NASA process with adaptive methods, we first select forgetting parameters for
RPCA and MWPCA. We use the same calibration/validation scheme as we used to specify the Static
PCA model. In Figure 10 we show the SSPE curves over a range of values for η (left) and H (right).
The value of η minimizing the SSPE for RPCA is 0.976. For MWPCA, the SSPE curve exhibits a long
tail. However, the minimum is atH = 58, which is also close to the elbow, so we use this value. We note
that the range covered by these two curves is different. Partially, this is because RPCA can complete
models corresponding to larger forgetting parameters in the validation data set than the calibration
data set permits MWPCA to use. In the simulations, we circumvented this intrinsic difference of the
methods by using large calibration data sets that guaranteed that models accurately reflected their
forgetting parameters before validation was performed, but in applications this is not always possible.
However, here we see that the selected forgetting parameters are both minima occurring at low values
in the candidate range.
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Table 2 and Figure 11 display the parameter selection and monitoring results for the PCA methods.
First, considering the RPCA model, the conventional limits result in detection of the process fault at
around t = 900 (Figure 11(a)). At this time enough observations are out-of-control with respect to the
model, which no longer updates, and thus most of subsequent observations are declared faults by both
monitoring statistics (DR = 56%). In contrast, the RPCA model with tuned control limits continues
to adapt until the beginning of the catastrophic failure. These plots perform differently because
the conventional limits are lower than the tuned limits, resulting in more conservative monitoring
performance. Depending on the preference of the practitioner, in this case, the conventional limits
may actually lead to a preferable detection time. However, this does not mean that these limits are
appropriate for this model. Rather, the forgetting factor selected for RPCA leads to adaptation, and
the tuned limits are more aligned with this parameter choice, and give an FDR closer to the desired
one. If the goal is early detection, then Static PCA is a more suitable choice since the process is
intrinsically stationary.
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Figure 10: Sum of the squared prediction errors of (a) RPCA and (b) MWPCA for a range of values
of η and H, applied to the NASA process.
Figure 12 contains analogous control charts based on MWPCA. The control charts based on conven-
tional limits and those of Static PCA are similar. Since the MWPCA control chart using conventional
limits detects the faults early, like Static PCA, which is not adaptive, this is an indication that the α
values used to construct this chart may by too low for an adaptive model. The control chart based on
tuned α values shows later detection, and these monitoring statistics are nearly identical to those of
RPCA based on tuned α values. On closer inspection, we also see that the tuned α parameters of the
MWPCA are quite similar to those of RPCA, meaning these models may be nearly equivalent.
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Figure 11: RPCA control charts using (a) conventional and (b) tuned α values for the NASA process.
Both versions use η = 0.976.
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Figure 12: MWPCA control charts using (a) conventional and (b) tuned α values for the NASA
process. Both versions use H = 58.
Note that this low-dimensional data set could also be monitored by modeling the time series, and
evaluating the resulting residuals. Such a parametric approach could give rise to FDRs closer to the
desired level than the nonparametric PCA procedures studied here, but it also requires a careful choice
and estimating procedure of the time-varying model. We refer to [4] for some references and a novel
approach based on co-integration.
4.2 The Stamping process
The second real data example we consider comes from an industrial stamping process [24]. Each
observation corresponds to 123 vibration measurements (in voltage) over the course of a single stamping
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event. In total, 11519 stamping events were monitored; one each second. Since the data is high-
dimensional, PCA is one of the few monitoring approaches that can be feasibly used. In Figure 13(a),
we show a sample of 500 stamping events. A typical stamping event displays an identifiable vibration
pattern. The goal of an SPM procedure is to detect events which do not conform to this pattern. In
this data set, faults are observations which display atypically low, high, or asynchronous vibrations
relative to the majority of events. The events with very low vibrations at around t = 80, or the events
with high vibration at t = 90 are examples. Another feature of the stamping process is that it naturally
exhibits a mild non-stationarity. In Figure 13(b), we show the maximum vibration intensities from
3000 stamping events to give a general sense of the behavior of the process over time. Ignoring the
faults, we can see that there is a regular undulation in this process that reflects normal behavior and
should not be flagged as faulty. Adaptive SPM methods are appropriate for this reason. Furthermore,
although adaptive methods can adapt to persistent faults, since the faults in this process are single
events, they do not pose this problem.
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Figure 13: (a) Sample of 500 events from the Stamping data; (b) Maximum vibration intensities from
3000 sample events.
Figure 14 shows Static PCA control charts for the Stamping process. We used the first 1400
observations from this data set to fit and validate the model. Since faults are present throughout this
data set, it is difficult to isolate a clean period in which to fit a model. Hence, we first performed
ROBPCA [25], a robust PCA procedure, to remove faults during this time period. Since there are not
so many faults in this period, the parameter controlling the robustness of the algorithm was set to
exclude only large outliers. This resulted in 1299 NOC observations to train and validate the models
with. This was necessary because faults present in the calibration and validation data (X c and X v)
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influence the fitted control limits, increasing the chances that faults are considered normal. X c andX v
were 650 and 649 observations each. A robust PCA procedure was chosen since it is a PCA method
used to identify atypical observations, like the adaptive PCA control charts. However, since ROBPCA
is a Static PCA technique, and does not account for process dynamics, the outlier detection rate of
7% may be higher than the true fault rate, potentially leading to overly conservative control limits.
Although this is not the most ideal solution, we are not aware of a robust PCA option that does not
follow a Static PCA approach, and including major faults in the calibration and validation data is even
more detrimental. After fitting the Static PCA model on the cleaned data we obtained monitoring
statistics for the next 2000 observations. Actual faults occur throughout the process in clusters, rather
than as a single, large failure. Static PCA is not well-suited for monitoring this type of process since
it assumes stationarity, while the actual data exhibits mild non-stationarity. We see that its inability
to account for the non-stationarity in this process results in many observations, particularly those at
points in the process cycle with natural high vibrations, being flagged as faults. The resulting DR is
11%.
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Figure 14: Static PCA control charts for the Stamping process.
In Figure 15 we show the SSPE curves over a range of values for η (left) and H (right) for the
Stamping data. The value of η minimizing the SSPE for RPCA is 0.999. For MWPCA the minimum
is at H = 254.
With models using these forgetting parameters, we next select values for the α parameters and
produce control charts. Consulting Figure 16 and Table 3, RPCA based on conventional limits shows
many more alarms (DR = 21%) than Static PCA using empirical control limits. However, the de-
tection rate of the tuned model (DR = 6%) is more adequate since this model allows many of the
in-control observations to pass, while conventional RPCA and Static PCA considered them as faults.
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Figure 15: Sum of the squared prediction errors of (a) RPCA and (b) MWPCA for a range of values
of η and H, applied to the Stamping process.
Instead, alarms are primarily signaled by large, relevant faults. Again, this performance improvement
is accomplished because the tuned α values are much lower than the conventional values, resulting in
higher and more accurate control limits.
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Figure 16: RPCA control charts using (a) conventional and (b) tuned α values for the Stamping
process. Both versions use η = 0.999.
MWPCA performs similarly to RPCA (Figure 17). The conventional control limits lead to a high
detection rate. On the other hand, the tuned limits have a DR = 4%, which is close to the DR = 6%
of the tuned RPCA model. Again, this lower detection rate seems more accurate than that of Static
PCA and MWPCA using conventional limits because the process is non-stationary and faults are not
exceedingly common.
Most of the events in this data set are not faults, so we expect a relatively low detection rate.
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Figure 17: MWPCA control charts using (a) conventional and (b) tuned α values for the Stamping
process. Both versions use H = 254.
For this reason, it is likely that the difference between the adaptive methods and Static PCA is
largely driven by false detections from the Static PCA model. The difference between the detection
performances of the adaptive methods and Static PCA is between 5% and 7%. Although this is not
an enormous magnitude, in practice, it represents a large improvement in accuracy since reducing the
unnecessary rejection of 5%− 7% of output translates to large savings in a mass-production setting.
To further validate the accuracy of the fault detection of these methods, in Figure 18 we plot the
curves from the test data with observations classified by the methods as in-control (left) and out-of-
control (right). Across the methods, curves classified as in-control follow a recognizable pattern. The
curves classified as out-of-control consist of many clear faults, and curves that may also be misclassified
as faulty. The main reason for this may be that the data is not stationary. One way that the
adaptiveness of RPCA and MWPCA manifests is in the horizontal range of the in-control curves
which is wider. In some sense, adaptation here has achieved an effect similar to warping because the
transition between the positions of the curves was continuous in time. As a consequence, RPCA and
MWPCA flag fewer of normal looking curves as faults. RPCA detects 50% fewer faults than Static
PCA without misclassification of any of the obvious faults; for MWPCA, this difference is 63%. In
the plots of the out-of-control curves identified by the adaptive methods, this corresponds to thinner
congregations of normal looking curves. With no obvious faults classified as in-control by any of the
methods, it is plausible that the adaptive methods have achieve a lower false detection rate than Static
PCA on this data set.
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Figure 18: Classification of stamping events by static PCA (top), RPCA (middle) and MWPCA
(bottom). Observations classified as in-control (left) and out-of-control (right).
5 Discussion
In this paper, we have provided guidelines for the selection of the forgetting parameter in RPCA and
MWPCA, and an approach for selecting the α parameters that give a detection performance in line
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with actual expectations. We find that our approach of selecting the forgetting parameter based on
the SSPE generally leads to effective models. Similarly we find that by tuning the value of the α
parameters to account for the imperfections of the monitoring models leads to more realistic results.
On this point, we believe that the fact that adjusting the α parameters is necessary, indicates that
improvements in the modelling methods are also needed. Indeed, as the model adapts, the tuned α
values can become less accurate, and should ideally be re-tuned. This online re-tuning is rarely possible
in practice though, and the best protection against issues this might cause is therefore an accurate
model. There is however, a trade off between accuracy and implementability and between general
methods (such as PCA-based methods) and more process specific methods (e.g. physical models).
Furthermore, even improved methods may still require adjustments to their control limits since the
complexity of modelling non-stationary processes means that even a flexible, accurate approach is
likely to achieve less than perfect performance.
Adaptive monitoring methods are useful tools for monitoring processes with natural non-
stationarity, but their use also introduces the potential of adapting to faulty behavior. This remains
a real concern for adaptive PCA methods, but given that static methods are often unsuitable for
monitoring non-stationary processes, adaptive methods may still be preferable. However, proper
application of these methods relies on their correct parametrization. As shown in Section 3.3, the
more a process violates the assumptions of the model monitoring it, the more carefully parameters,
such as the α values determining the control limits, need to be selected. The NASA data example
is also an illustration of the balanced parameter selection required by adaptive methods. Here,
though the process is known to be stationary, it can be used to explore how adaptive methods can
be tuned to react to non-stationarity of different levels. In this example, we found that MWPCA
and RPCA could be automatically tuned to give (depending on the objectives of the operator) good
fault identification behavior in the sense that they adapt to potentially ignorable non-stationarity, but
still detect the catastrophic failure in advance of its occurrence. We also applied Static PCA and the
adaptive methods to the naturally non-stationary Stamping process and found that the most realistic
performance was given by the adaptive methods using tuned parameters.
It would be interesting to know more about the equivalence of RPCA and MWPCA models. It
is possible to find a relationship between an exponentially weighed moving average and a windowed
average, so one would suspect that a similar relationship can be obtained for these two PCA methods.
We believe that extensions to adaptive PCA-based methods, such as the use of a subspace modeling
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step to increase interpretability, could still make use of the parameter selection procedures we propose.
Another possible use comes from [20] and [26], who proposed adaptive forgetting parameters to account
for changes in the non-stationarity properties of the process. Based on these approaches, the forgetting
factor changes to reflect changes in the estimated process mean and covariance structure. This may
lead to a more accurate model, and improved monitoring statistics, but it still requires a well chosen
initial value for the forgetting parameter. The approach we outlined may be used to select this initial
value. The guidelines given in this paper could also form the basis for parameter selection for adaptive
PLS methods.
The monitoring procedures discussed in this paper all start from calibrating and validating a
NOC data set. To eliminate possible outliers in this initial data set, one can first apply a robust
PCA method as we illustrated in Section 4.2. Doing so, parameter estimates are obtained which are
not unduly influenced by outliers. These robust estimates are then used as starting values for the
updating procedure, which ignores new faults through an accurate selection of the control limits which
we developed in this paper. Alternatively one could apply robust PCA methods throughout the whole
test monitoring phase. This is however much more time-consuming since fast online updates of robust
methods are not (yet) available. Computational techniques, such as those developed in [27] and [28],
first need to be developed to obtain a procedure that can be applied in practice. This will be part of
future research.
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Table 1: Detection performance of adaptive PCA control charts on the non-stationary process.
Method δ∗ Limits αT2 αQ FDRT2 FDRQ FDRG
Static PCA empirical 0.7% 0.7% 1.4%
RPCA 0.994 conventional 0.005 0.005 0.6% 1.9% 2.5%
RPCA 0.994 tuned 0.005 4.08× 10−4 0.5% 0.4% 0.9%
MWPCA 1502 conventional 0.005 0.005 2.62% 1.15% 3.75%
MWPCA 1502 tuned 9.43× 10−4 1.24× 10−3 0.4% 0.3% 0.7%
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Table 2: Detection performance of PCA control charts on the NASA process.
Method δ∗ Limits αT2 αQ DRT2 DRQ DRg
Static PCA empirical 55% 76% 79%
RPCA 0.976 conventional 0.005 0.005 54% 45% 56%
RPCA 0.976 tuned 5.09× 10−7 1.75× 10−4 3% 4% 4%
MWPCA 58 conventional 0.005 0.005 74.1% 60% 76.1%
MWPCA 58 tuned 5.12× 10−7 2.10× 10−4 3.5% 4.5% 5%
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Table 3: Detection performance of PCA control charts on the Stamping process.
Method δ∗ Limits αT2 αQ DRT2 DRQ DRg
Static PCA empirical 11% 5% 11%
RPCA 0.999 conventional 0.005 0.005 17% 15% 21%
RPCA 0.999 tuned 3.52× 10−6 2.08× 10−8 5% 4% 6%
MWPCA 254 conventional 0.005 0.005 29% 35% 39%
MWPCA 254 tuned 7.94× 10−9 2.65× 10−12 4% 3% 4%
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